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ABSTRACT

In order to study various aspects of nuclear dynamics within the mean-field theory, it is

decisive to develop a general method which is capable of exploring a complicated structure of

the time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)-manifold. The central problem in this objective is

how to obtain local approximate invariants characterizing individual TDHF-closed trajectories.

Using the Lie canonical transformation method with the Deprit perturbation treatment, the

maximal integrable form representation of the TDHF-manifold is proposed. This representation

is quite useful to explore the resonant structure of the TDHF-manifold, which characterizes

complex topology of the manifold. With the aid of this representation, it is clarified that an

isolated nonlinear resonant point of the TDHF-manifold is characterized by a local constant of

motion (dynamical symmetry) and generates a pair of stable and unstable resonant mean-fields

which are not reached by the conventional static Hartree-Fock nor constrained Hartree-Fock

theories.



1. Introduction

It lias been the central theme in the microscopic theory of nuclear collective dynamics to

develop a method, which is capable of describing various states situated far from a certain

stable mean-field, a dynamical interrelationship among many stable mean-fields with different

symmetries, the "phase transition" in the finite many-fermion system as the nucleus, etc.

In the development of the nuclear structure physics, an importance of the mutual

dependence between the single-particle and collective degrees of freedom in the level crossing

region has been discussed repeatedly [1-10]. These statements have been mainly drawn from

the adiabatic time dependent perturbation theory like the adiabatic time-dependent Hartree Fock

(ATDHF) [11-15] theory, which is usually grounded upon the constrained Hartree-Fock (CHF)

or configuration-CHF theories. Since the adiabatic assumption does not hold near the level

crossing point, it is imperative to carefully figure out the mutual dynamics between the single-

particle and collective degrees of freedom, by going beyond the adiabatic (or diabatic)

assumption.

The TDHF equation is formally expressed as the canonical equations of motion in the

classical mechanics [16-19], when the time-dependent parameters specifying the TDHF single-

Slater-determinant state is suitably chosen. The parameter space is called a TDHF (symplecric)-

manifold. A relation between the TDHF trajectories and the full quantum excited states has

been one of the main theoretical issues in developing the theory of large-amplitude collective

motion [18, 20-21]. Another important issue is how to understand the structure of the TDHF

manifold, which is supposed to contain relevant semi-classical information on the large-

amplitude collective motion. In this paper, we treat the latter problem. By exploiting the

symplectic structure of the TDHF-manifold and by applying the general theory of nonlinear

dynamical system [22-24], we try to formulate the nonlinear dynamical mean-field theory for

the finite, quantum many-fermion systems as the nucleus, and try to open a new scope to

explore the dynamics between the single-particle and collective modes of motion when the

dynamical mean-field changes its own property.

One of the cornerstones in developing the classical dynamical theory has been to make clear

why the phase space shows an inexhaustibly rich structure even in a simple classical system

with only two degrees of freedom. In these studies, it has turned out to be decisive to obtain an

analytic information on each nonlinear resonant point and each fixed point. It may not be an

exaggeration to say that the history of the nonlinear dynamics has been a struggle to develop the

proper perturbation theory for obtaining the (approximate) invariants, which provides us with

an analytic information on the resonant structure of the phase space. In §§2 and 3, we discuss

how to obtain the approximate invariants (approximate constants of motion) of the TDHF-

manifold by using the Lie transformation method [25,26]. In order to get the Lie generating



function, one usually employs the Deprit perturbation treatment [27] which is briefly

summarized in §2.2.

By using the Lie transformations, in §3, we discuss how to define a maximal intcgrable

form representation where the approximate invariants manifest themselves explicitly. Section 4

is devoted to discuss the resonant structure of the TDHF-manifold and to investigate how the

resonant structure reflects on the single particle and collective modes of motion, with the use of

this representation. It is clarified that the fixed point characterized by a local constant of motion

appearing in association with the resonant condition gives a new type of stable and unstable

resonant mean-fields which are not reached by the usual Hartree-Fock (HF), constrained HF

(CHF) nor ATDHF theories.

2. TDHF Symplectic Manifold

2.1. Canonical-Variable Representation of the TDHF Theory

A stationary stable mean-field is expressed by a Hartree-Fock (HF) state of an N-nucleon

system satisfying the variational principle

>=0. (2.1)

By using the single - nucleon operators (co , c^) defined by Eq.(2.1), l<[>n > is expressed as

N +
|<{,0 >= n c/lO> ; c a l0>=0 . (2.2)

i=]

The single-nucleon states are then divided into the particle and hole states as

+ fa.1. ; u = rx>N, LI = N+1.....N + M,
cl = i ^ (2 3)

a k j ; i = a<N, i = l,...,N, '

where M denotes a number of particle states. The Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.1) is generally

expressed as

H = I e a 4£„ : + ! £ Vap^rcicjc^c :, (2.4)
a ^ uPyS

where the symbol : : represents a normal product with respect to the HF state l<f>n >.



A time-dependent mean-field is described by the general single-Siater-determinant state IF>

as

IF>=eFl())0> ; F a l ( f ^ b f - f ^ b i i ^ ) . (2.5)

which covers the whole space of states of N-fermion system. The basic equation to determine

the rime-dependence of the parameters (fuj, f*ui) in IF> is given by the TDHF equation

5 < F l i — - H I F > = 0 , (2.6)*
dt

which is known to be equivalent lo the following canonical equations of motion;

i C ^ ^ H(CcV< FIHIF>. (2.7)

Here a new set of canonical variables are introduced through the following variable trans-

formation;

Equation (2.7) describes the TDHF-trajectory and exhibits a symplecric structure of the TDHF-

manifold [12-15],

The quadratic pan of the Hamiltonian in the (C, C*)-representation can be transformed to a

normal form by a linear canonical transformation determined by the RPA ;

Cui « n k . k = l, ••• , K = MxN. (2.9)

After applying the canonical transformation in Eq.(2.9) to Eq.(2.7), one gets

ifijt = — j - , if^ = , (2.10)

*) In this paper, we use a convention h = 1.

j



where

Urn

klmn ^

(2.11)

Here the interaction parameters V i ^ ' j " are related to the original interaction ^ p ^6 ' n Eq.

(2.4) through Eqs.(2.8) and (2.9). In Eq.(2.11), fii-'s stand for the RPA eigenfrequencies and

an integer n+2 in Kn denotes a power of the normal-coordinates (x\^, /n*|c) contained in each

term and e expresses a real smallness parameter.

2.2. Lie Canonical Transformation

Let us start with summarizing the Lie canonical transformation theory [19, 20] and

introduce various notations used in the following discussions. Suppose we have a Lie

generating function W(X, E) satisfying

where the symbol ( , JPB means the Poisson bracket defined by

Equation (2.12) is reduced to a set of canonical equations of motion when one regards e as the

"time' and -iW as the "Hamiltonian". Namely, the solution of Eq.(2.12) expressed as

l 0 ) , e ) , (2.14)



with the initial condition

Xx(X(O),E = 0) = X^0), (2.15)

describes a canonical transformation (X(°), X*(°>) <=> (X, X*). An evolution operator T

representing the above canonical transformation is introduced as follows: A function f(X(°)) of

the initial coordinates is derived from a function g(X) of the transformed coordinates by

operating T onto g(X®) as

f(X(0)) = Tg(X(0)) = g(X(X(0),E)) . (2.16)

If g is identity, one has a relation

X^=TX^ 0 ) . (2.17)

Substituting Eq.(2.17) for Eq.(2.12), one gets

(2.18)X T{xf,w(x\e)} .
de K i * * 'JP.B.

Introducing a Lie operator defined by

L(e)* H ( W ( X ( 0 ) , £ ) , * 1 , (2.19)
I v ' JP.B.

one obtains

—X<°> = -TL(E)xf , i.e. — = -TL(e), (2.20)
de A de

whose formal solution is expressed as

T = exp(-f LCe'Jde'). (2.21)

Now, let us apply the Lie canonical transformation to the Hamiltonian (2.11) whose variables

(n,.r|*) are regarded to be the initial variables (X(°), X*(°)). With the use of Eq.(2.16) (with

correspondence f<-+K and g«-».W), the transformed Hamiltonian ^(X) is then written as

- (i -



?{(X(X{0) E)) = JC(X<0)) , (2.22a)

which is expressed as

T?f(X(0)) = H(X ( 0 ) ) , i.e. ^ (X ( 0 ) ) = T"'H(X (0)) . (2.22b)

By changing the arguments, one finally gets

' (2.23)

The evolution operator T is usually obtained perturbatively by using a method proposed by

Deprit 127]. In this method, every quantities are assumed to be analytic functions of e. In the

same way as the Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.11), we introduce the following expansion form;

tf=£e"tfn, T = £ e n T n . W = l £ n W n + i .
n=0 n=0 n=0

L = l E n L n + 1 , LB+, • a{Wn + 1 . *} B . (2.24)

Substituting Eq.(2.24) for Eq.(2.20), one gets

T n = - - " l T m L n _ m . (2.25)
nm=0

The initial condition for the evolution operator T is derived from the condition (2.15) and is

given by

T0 = I- (2.26)

With the aid of Eq.(2.26), a set of successive relations in Eq.(2.25) is expressed as

T]=-L|, T2 = - - L 2 + - L j ,

^ ^ ^ ^ L ] , - . (2.27)

For the inverse operator T"1 satisfying T"'T=1, one has



^2^2^2^1' (2.28)
3 6 6

where the condition To'' = l compatible with Eq. (2.26) has been used. The explicit forms of

the transformed Hamiltonian is then given as

«-O = T O ' H ; O = H O , (2.29a)

1 I (2.29b)

= H 2 + (W1 , f t1)P B +i-{W1 ,{W1 ,Ji I}}p.B .+i(W2 ,K0)p.B . ,-. (2.29c)

Tlie above discussion is quite general and the generating function W is still left unspecified.

In what follows, we will discuss how to define the generating function W by requiring that the

transformed Hamiltonian is maximally expressed by a set of new action variables. Namely, we

will try to solve the canonical equations of motion analytically as much as possible for aiming at

exploring approximate invariants (approximate constants of motion) buried in the TDHF-

manifold.

3. Most Natural Canonical Coordinate System

3.1. Approximate Invariants

In a region near to a certain stationary stable point (HF mean-field), the small amplitude

oscillation is well described by the harmonic approximation (RPA). The Hamiltonian of the

harmonic oscillators is expressed by action variables alone, when an action-angle representation

is adopted instead of the conventional coordinate and momentum variables. This means that the

harmonic motions are integrable and the actions are nothing but the constants of motion. When

there exist infinitesimal nonlinear interactions, the system is no longer integrable and the action

variables are not invariants of motion any more. According to the KAM theorem [28],

however, the action variables still remain to be approximate invariants in the vicinity of the



stable point provided there holds die KAM condition. It is then very important to study how an

approximate invariant transfigures as the nonlinear interaction becomes stronger.

This problem has a special relevance to the nuclear collective dynamics, because it is one of

the most important questions to explore what kinds of dynamical change will take place on the

collective excited stales when the non-collective modes of motion are excited. A well-known

example is the various side band structure of the collective band.

To achieve the above problem, it is convenient to introduce the action-angle representation

through

r|k = yJj. exp(-i(|>k) . (3.1)

When the Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.11) is expressed by action variables alone, one may easily find

ihe constants of motion which have a sense in every p.irt of the phase space. When the

Hamiltonian has an explicit angle variable dependence, it is of vital importance to introduce the

most natural canonical coordinate system [22] where the angle dependence of the Hamiltonian is

optimally eliminated by using the non-linear canonical transformation discussed in §2.2 given

by

"~ (3.2)

In the following discussion, we will treat how an approximate invariant undergoes a change as

a distance of a phase space point from the stable mean field l<J>n > becomes large. If one wants

to study the structure of the TDHF-manifold in the vicinity of another HP state \§Q >, it is

natural to start with another canonical coordinate system (C',C*) instead of (C,C*) in Eq.

(2.8). Namely, the most natural coordinate is a local concept which is specific for each stable

mean field.

The canonical transformation to the most natural coordinate system is determined in such a

way that the resultant Hamiltonian is written by a new set of approximate invariants (new action

variables) alone, i.e.

:tf(fi*,ri) = T~1Jt(fy\fi)= W(j), Jk=fik f ik . (3.3)

Let us discuss how to obtain the Lie generating function which transforms the Hamiltonian

into the normal form. In accordance with the initial condition for the evolution operator in

Eq.(2.26), the lowest order Hamiltonian is given by

(3.4)



The first order Hamiltonian appearing in Eq.(2.29b) is a cubic function of (r), T|*), and is

expressed as

(3.5)
klm'

where the unknown function Wi is assumed to have the following general form;

I {(VWi^iC + Wflrfctfa^-ca}. (3.6)

The explicit form of the second term in the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.5) is given by

{W,,W0}p.B. =
k {

(3.7)

The unknown coefficients Wk|m and W^ in Wj are determined by requiring that the first order

resultant Hamiltonian has no angle dependence, i.e., 1H\ - 0. The coefficients determined under

this requirement are

wkim = vk l n i(f2k+i2 l+iim)-1 , wk7 = v k 7 ( f t k + n l - n m r 1 . <3.8)

The second order Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.29c) is expressed as

klmn 2

where the following relation has been used;

K l = - ( W , . « ; 0 } p . R . (3.10)



In the same way as in Eq.(3.6), a general form of the unknown second order Lie generating

function W2 is given by

klmn

By using Eq.(3.11), the third term in the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.9) is expressed as

(W2.rt0]p.B. =
i

n*n n%

Z {-(
klmn

-(flk +« , -Qm -nn)Wk7fi*kfi;fimtin +c.c). (3.12)

Using the known quantity Wj, the second term in the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.9) is expressed as

(W,,H,»p.B. * I (OWiV.nni-SWuiVin^kfi^Ti;
klmni

i ^ j - 6Wk|jVn^* - 6WnVvmli - 2Wk
n
(V-,, )Wk

n,mf,' f j ^ n
k | j

; ^ ? ; (3.13)

By the requirement of eliminating the angle dependence of the second order Hamiltonian, lhe

unknown coefficients in W2 are determined as

Wklmn = (2Vklmn +3X(WklVmni -Wk]iVmn)) ( « k + f i l + " m +f in>~1.
i

W.n. — f?V.n -4 OVCW'.V". —1W V1?* — 3 w K * V .. _ W . n . v ' 11Trklm — l^ vklm n x ^ \ yYkl "mi J kli m -"'ru vmli r 'Ki¥ml'>kl i

i

- 1 i



Wk
k,' = wjf = 0. (3.14)

The resultant second order Hamiltonian is then expressed as

l(WklVI\c 9Wk,jV,;i 4W,rvJ +c.c.))JkJ, , (3.15)
*• i

which contains only the new action variables J^ .

In this way, one may determine the Lie generating functions as well as ihe transformed

Hamiltonian up to the desired order. Since the resultant Hamiltonian itfis expressed by only the

new action variables

h = n k \ = TJk = Jk + {W, , J k } R B +- , (3.16)

which just correspond to the approximate invariants, the representation of using the most

natural coordinate system (f\, f\*) is called the maximum integrableform representation [33].

As is clearly seen in Eqs.(3.8) and (3.14), there exists the difficulty of small denominator

problem when there holds a resonant condition. This problem will be discussed in the

following sections.

3.2. Nonlinear Resonance

In the previous section, we have discussed the method to obtain the regular trajectories

within the framework of the Lie transformation with Deprit perturbation method. In solving the

basic equations by the perturbative treatment, however, one is involved into the well-known

difficulty of small denominator problem. In other words, one confronts with the difficulty in

determining the Lie generating function W if there holds a resonant condition among the

eigenfrequencies of the RPA modes, i.e.

r f i k - s f l | = O , r and s being prime numbers, (k,l = I,---, K) , (3.17)

which is clearly seen from Eqs.(3.8) and (3.14). Since the coupling interaction in Eq.(2.11)

generally has a special angle dependence

- 1 2 -



exp(i(r$k -s<ji|)) , with r * 0 and s * Q , (3.18)

the pcrturbative treatment usually breaks down The condition (3.17) is then understood to give

an information to what extent a specific property of the collective motion characterized by the

action variables (J^ ) persists. The maximal integrable form representation determined in the

previous subsection is just a representation where the major terms in the Hamiltonian are

incorporated into the integrable part of the transformed Hamiltonian as much as possible, by

only leaving the coupling terms which induce essential secular singularities at the nonlinear

resonant point.

4. Local Constants of Motion Associated with the Nonlinear
Resonance

4.1. New Local Invariants at the Resonant Point

At the end of the previous section, it has been clarified that the maximal integrable form

representation is appropriate for elucidating the nonlinear resonant structure of the TDHF-

manifold. In this section, we discuss how the nonlinear resonances appearing in the TDHF-

manifold reflect on the mean-field dynamics.

Since the nonlinear resonance is known as a source mechanism generating a complicated

structure of the phase space, we start with brief discussion on its essential points for latter

convenience. To make the discussion simple, we consider (he following system with two

degrees of freedom. A coordinate (rj|, r||*) is supposed to describe the collective motion under

consideration and the other coordinate (r|2t T)2*) describes the non-collective motion in the

maximal integrable form representation. In this case, the Hamiltonian is given by

i,<Pi;J2><P2) , (4.1)

where

The nonlinear resonant condition is determined by the integrable part of the Hamiltonian

Ho(J],J2). and is given by

rui - so>2 =0 , r and s being prime numbers, (4.3)



with

a H o ^ J z ) 9H0(J,,J2)
3J, ^ dl2

If there holds the nonlinear resonant condition (4.3), a difficulty of small denominator appears

in treating the coupling interaction which has an angle variable dependence with r<p,-s(p2- I" so

far as we are interested in a small region near to the resonant point satisfying Eq.(4.3), it is

general enough to consider the following special coupling interaction

HcoUp,(J,.«p,;J2.92) = X V<n'(J,,J2) e - ^ ' - ^ ' + cc . . (4.5)
n ' '

As is well known for the isolated resonance where the resonant point given by Eq.(4.3) is

sufficiently far from the other resonances, the above secularity is eliminated by introducing the

following canonical transformation (J,9) *=> (1,0) whose generating function is given by

By means of F, the old canonical variables are expressed by the new ones as

«p, =Q,, 9 2 = - (9 2 +re , ) , Ji = I i - r I 2 . J 2 = s l 2 . (4.7)

Substituting Eq.(4.7) into Eqs.(4.1) and (4.5), one gets a new Hamiltonian iVgiven by

f0 = H0(J(D),

= HC0Up|(J(l),<p(e)) = £ 2V<n>(J(I))cos(n92). (4.8)

As is clearly seen from Eq.(4.8), the new Hamiltonian 2/does not depend on 0]_ indicating an

existence of a new local constant of motion Ii. Consequently the system described by the

Hamiltonian in Eq.(4.8) is reduced into a system with one degree of freedom which is

integrable. An important conclusion in the above discussion is summarized by stating that an

appearance of an isolated resonance indicates an existence of a new local regular motion in the

vicinity of the resonant point. With the aid of Eq.(4.8), one may get a set of elliptic (stable) and

hyperbolic (unstable) fixed points (I2(°), 02(°)) in the 12-02 phase plane at



dd2

= 0. (4.9)

Applying the above procedure to the nonlinear resonance, one may explore complicated

structure of the TDHF-manifold.

4.2. Stable and Unstable Resonant Mean-Field Associated with the Nonlinear
Resonance

The structure of the TDHF-manifold has been so far discussed through the numerical

simulation of the TDHF-trajectories [29]. In order to study the nonlinear dynamics between the

collective and single-particle modes of motion, however, it is decisive to make clear analytically

what happens in the mean-field dynamics in association with the nonlinear resonances. To this

aim, we introduce a set of the following one-body operators which relates the canonical

dynamics discussed in the previous sections and the mean-field dynamics;

*•£••*• ** ••£<*•
where F is defined in Eq.(2.5) and (TlicT^) means the normal canonical coordinate system given

given by Eq.(2.9). As is easily proved [30, 32], these operators are infinitesimal operators of

the single-Slater-determinant state IF>, satisfying the following relation,

<FI[6 k ,6 , t]IF>=5 k l , <FI[6 l c ,6,]IF>=0. (4.11)

With the aid of a set of one-body operators in Eq.(4.10), the TDHF equation is expressed as

>=0, (4.12)

because the particle-hole amplitudes f̂ j and f*ui- in Eq.(2.5) is regarded as a function of the

normal canonical coordinates (T|, T|*) through Eqs.(2.8) and (2.9). Taking variations in IF>

with respect to (T\,T]*) and using the relation (4.11), Eq.(4.12) results in the canonical equations

of motion in Eq.(2.10) Substituting Eq.(2.I0) into Eq.(4.12), one gets the variational

equation



5<F1HIF>=O ; H'= H - l [ ^ - 6 I + - ^ 6 k 1 (4.13)

which is satisfied identically. From Eq.(4.13), IF> is regarded as a HF state of the auxiliary

Hamiltonian H'. One may thus introduce the TDHF single-particle energy

e?"DHF(ri,rt*); i = l , - , N ; eJDHF(Ti,ii*); H = N + 1.-.N +M, (4.14)

which is obtained by diagonalizing the particle-particle and hole-hole component of H' with

respect to IF >. It should be noticed that the TDHF single-panicle energies eTDHF(T|,Tt*) are

defined on the entire TDHF-manifold. A characteristic feature appearing in the TDHF single-

pariicle energies along a specific TDHF-trajectory is expected to shed light on an important

question whether the adiabatic or diabatic single-particle states are realized along the collective

trajectory [8]. These problems will be discussed in a separate paper.

With the aid of the action-angle representation defined through

i<f\ (4.15)

one may introduce the following angle and action one-body operators

<pk s ^ e ~ * = i (4-6j ; - i -6 k ) . Jk * i f ^e"* = (%6k +nk6k), (4.16)
i d j k 21 nk nk

 d(Pk

which satisfies

<FI[Jk,(p,]IF>=-i5k] , <FI[Jk , J | l |F>=0 . <FI[9k ,91]IF>=0 . (4.17)

Since the coordinate systems (r|,T|*) and (fj,fj*) discussed in §3 are related with each other

through the canonical transformation, the following discussion is valid for any coordinate

systems. Without any loss of generality, the single-Slater-determinant state IF> is expressed as

IF(Ti,ri*)>=IJ,cp>. (4.18)

If one restricts oneself in the system with two degrees of freedom like in the case of §4.1, one
has

V>h'V2) -< J.<plHIJ,<p >. (4.19)

- H i



Let us suppose thai the Hamiltonian H(J].tpi;J2.*P2) has a form given by Eqs.(4.1) and

(4.5), and there holds a resonant condition (4.3). What we bear in mind is an isolated nonlinear

resonance which appears in a local region of the TDHF-manifold. In this case, one may locally

introduce a pair of resonant one-body operators through

§ 1 = 9 , . §2 = s(f>2 - r p , , I) = J , + - J 2 , h=-~]2' (4-2°)
s s

which are related with Oie one-body action and angle operators in Eq.(4.16) through the unitary

transformation. Since the most important coupling near the resonant point given by Eq.(4.5) is

transformed into 9 | independent interaction in Eq.(4.8), there holds a relation

0 = — =<J,<pl[H,i,]IJ,tp>. (4.21)
9

Namely, the Hamiltonian H is commutable with I, in a local region near the nonlinear resonant

point. In the present semi-ciassical theory, one mcy choose an arbitrary value of I, as if it is a

constant of motion.

Furthermore, the stationary condition (4.9) associated with the given value of I, is rewritten

as

M

31

= 0,

= 0. (4.22)

Equations (4.31) and (4.32) clearly state that there exists a new type of stable and unstable

resonant mean fields

f)H
8<J,(plH-co,I1IJ,(p>l (o)B(O) =0, co, = — - , (4.23)

(12 >a2 I a\\

specified by a given value of I[ with an arbitrary value of 6,.

It is worthwhile to mention that the above mean-fields defined by Eqs.(4.21) and (4.22) are

just associated with the fixed point (12^, GiW) embedded in the TDHF-manifold [31), are not

reached by the usual static HF nor constrained HF theories. Stabilization of the mean-field is

caused by the nonlinear resonant structure. This mechanism of stabilization may give us a new

scope for understanding a variety of collective side band structure, shape coexistence



phenomena, etc. Since one may expect many fixed points in the TDHF-manifold, one may also

have a variety of stable and unstable resonant mean-fields which have not been discovered yet.

5. Summary

In the present article, the general method capable of exploring the complex structure of the

TDHF-manifold is developed by exploiting the recent progress in the theory of nonlinear

dynamical system. It should be noticed that the present method is general enough, and includes

the self-consistent collective coordinate (SCC) method [32]. The SCC method in the non-

resonant case has been discussed elsewhere [33].

Within the general framework of the Lie canonical transformation method (with the Deprit

perturbation treatment), the maximal integrable form representation of the TDHF-manifold is

proposed. It is discussed that the representation is quite useful to explore the resonant points of

the TDHF-manifold, which provides us with the analytic understanding of the exceedingly rich

structure of it. The isolated resonant point appearing in the TDHF-manifold turns out to

generate a pair of stable and unstable mean-fields characterized by a local constant of motion

(dynamical symmetry). Such a new resonant mean-field cannot be described by the usual static

HF nor CHF theories.

- I X -
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